
How does cutting
something up create
something more?
When an artist cuts up worthless things
- old magazines, scraps of film, bits of
furniture from a thrift store, butcher
paper meant to be used once then
thrown away - and pieces them
together in a new arrangement, the
artist creates something more,
something of value: art.

Collage was once regarded the most
radically political of media. The history
of 20th C. art is littered with such
transformations wrought by the glue
pot in the hands of audacious artists
reinventing art and gumming up the
works of Capitalism by sticking one
image to another in a collision of
discordant messages.
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A frame tells us that what is
inside of it is art. Does this
make anything inside a
frame artwork?
The parergon - something that is not
the art itself but confers the status of
art upon the object. A key example of
the parergon is the picture frame: it
separates the artwork from the world
and is like a sign that says, "the artwork
is inside of here." Another example of
the parergon is the gallery itself;
putting something inside the gallery
confers the status of art upon it.
Phomohobes invert the traditional
relationship of frame to artwork by
enclosing their numbered editions in
one-of-a-kind "fun frames," collaged
from dead stock frame.  Gerry Ruecker's
Because I Am Here also plays with the
frame. The frame doesn't contain the
artwork, rather multiple frames enclose
yet another frame.

Is it a duck or rabbit? Or,
both?
Gestalt images exploit human
perception and psychology - we seek to
simplify ambiguous and complex
images. The most well-known example
of a gestalt image is the rabbit/duck
illusion. Paul Robles' complex, lacy cut
paper pieces are irresolvable gestalt
images - appearing both as tangles of
snakes, birds, skulls and flowers and as
a grimacing face watching the viewer.
Continually shifting between negative
and positive space, Robles' work
proposes revolutionary equality
between subject, material and
composition.
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How can a pea be
reassembled into the sun?
A theorem in set-geometry provides a
quirky and illustrative analogy to
explain collage as a generative process.
The Banach-Tarski paradox in geometry
is often informally stated as "a pea can
be chopped up and reassembled into
the sun." The reason that a pea can be
chopped up and reassembled into the
sun, seemingly increasing in volume, is
because the volume of each piece, a
disjoint subset, cannot be measured. By
piecing together these indefinable
pieces, the mathematician reproduces a
volume, which happens to be different
from the volume at the start.

While cutting up and reassembling a
ball to increase its volume confounds
basic geometric intuition, the notion
that the blade is not destructive but
rather creative is familiar magic to
collage artists.
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